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CCPL Sends Messages of Hope to People Going Through Breast Cancer Treatment

Carroll County, MD – Carroll County Public Library is participating in Carroll Hospital’s Paint Carroll Pink and other various activities to promote Breast Cancer Awareness during the month of October.

- All branches of Carroll County Public Library display windows painted by Lisa Walters of CreativLEI for Carroll Hospital’s Paint Carroll Pink in honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
- Mount Airy and Eldersburg branches have book displays filled with books and materials that are pink or content themed.
- North Carroll Branch will have a Words of Encouragement Take Home Kit in which participants can share a message of support with patients and survivors now through October 30. The take-home kits contain all the materials needed to create a bookmark, a card of encouragement, or a letter of support for those going through cancer treatment.
- Taneytown Branch will have a card making station set up in the branch to make cards for patients and survivors now through October 29.
- Finksburg Branch has distributed teen service hour bookmark kits for teens to make bookmarks to benefit those going through cancer treatment.

All cards, bookmarks, and letters returned to the branches will be distributed by our partners at Carroll Hospital to patients going through treatment at Carroll Hospital and survivors.
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For more information, contact Amber Farran at 443-293-3141 or afarran@carr.org.